
 

Commonly mutated gene shown to drive
therapeutic resistance in HER2-positive
breast cancer

July 8 2022, by Rachel Sauer

  
 

  

Micrograph showing a lymph node invaded by ductal breast carcinoma, with
extension of the tumour beyond the lymph node. Credit: Nephron/Wikipedia
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PIK3CA is a gene that makes an enzyme called PI3K, which is involved
in many important cell functions. When PIK3CA mutates, however, it
can make the PI3K enzyme become overactive and cause cancer cells to
grow.

Researchers have known for a long time that PIK3CA is one of the most
commonly mutated genes in breast cancer, and recently published
research shows that PIK3CA mutations also drive therapeutic resistance
in HER2-positive breast cancer.

"A lot of growth signals into breast cancer cells are mediated through
receptors that go through the cell membrane—one part of the receptor is
outside the cell and one is inside," explains researcher Elena
Shagisultanova, MD, Ph.D., a University of Colorado Cancer Center
member and assistant professor of medical oncology in the CU School
of Medicine. "The HER2 receptor has two parts—the part outside of the
cell interacts with growth factors, and the inner part sends growth signal
to the 'command center,' the cell nucleus. PI3K is immediately below the
cell membrane, and it's connected to the HER2 receptor. So, even if
we're blocking HER2, PI3K can still send growth signals to the nucleus,
and the tumor cell will grow."

Blocking drivers of tumor growth

It's important to remember, Shagisultanova says, that HER2 and PI3K
are necessary for cell development and growth—the sort of growth that
takes place in normal tissue. However, "when it becomes abnormally
activated, all systems of checks and balances get unbalanced, and that's
when cancer starts."

HER2 is a protein present in about 20% of breast cancers.
HER2-positive breast cancers tend to be more aggressive than other
breast cancers, though treatments designed to specifically target HER2
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have been shown to be very effective. Many of those treatments involve
blocking HER2 growth signals.

"Since we discovered HER2 inhibitors, life expectancy for patients with
HER2-positive breast cancer has improved tremendously, because we're
able to block one of the main drivers of this cancer," Shagisultanova
says. "If we just use chemotherapy and don't block HER2, cancer cells
divide faster than we can kill them, even with a powerful chemotherapy.
But once we block HER2 growth signals, the combination of that HER2
blocker and chemotherapy can kill tumor cells and cure patients with
early stage HER2-positive breast cancer or prolong the life of patients
with metastatic HER2-positive tumors."

However, about 30% of HER2-positive patients also have PIK3CA
mutations. Because the PI3K protein is directly connected to the HER2
receptor, "if it is mutated and has been activated, it doesn't matter how
much you block HER2 growth signals upstream, PI3K will still send the
growth signal downstream and make our blockade futile,"
Shagisultanova explains. "PI3K will tell the tumor cells to grow."

Developing a PIK3CA inhibitor

Now that evidence shows PI3K drives therapeutic resistance in
HER2-positive breast cancer, one of the next important focuses of
research will be developing inhibitors for PI3K.

"It's been very difficult to develop effective inhibitors to this molecule
because PI3K is connected to many growth factor receptors,"
Shagisultanova says. "In initial trials we saw that when you block PI3K,
insulin signaling tries to counteract this block and blood sugar goes up.
So, one of the side-effects has been diabetes, and we don't want to make
cancer patients unnecessarily sick from other conditions while treating
cancer."
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In 2019, a second-generation PI3K inhibitor that doesn't have high levels
of toxicity was developed. Through cell line and animal modeling done
in her lab, Shagisultanova has been able to show that the recently
approved PI3K blocker combined with a HER2 blocker made tumors
regress, "which is very, very encouraging," she says. "We were seeing
that it resulted in the prevention of tumor growth."

Shagisultanova has received FDA approval for a clinical trial for patients
with HER2-positive metastatic breast cancer that is planned to open by
the end of summer. This research will study the combination of the PI3K
and HER2 blockers in humans.

"What we're trying to do is cut off all the pathways for the tumor cells to
grow" Shagisultanova explains. "We're hopeful that this combination of
PI3K and HER2 inhibitors will show significant results for patients with
this aggressive type of breast cancer."

  More information: Aryana R. Rasti et al, PIK3CA Mutations Drive
Therapeutic Resistance in Human Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor
2–Positive Breast Cancer, JCO Precision Oncology (2022). DOI:
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